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Hizbullah fires at Israel from residential areas - video clips
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IDF video clips nos. 8, 9, 10

Many of the missiles recently fired at Israel were stored and launched from or near private homes, commandeered by Hizbullah terrorists wishing to shield their actions behind civilians in order to thwart Israel's response.

IDF video clips provide photographic evidence of the location of Hizbullah missiles and weapons:

IDF video 8: Hizbullah launches missiles towards Haifa (Aug 6)
IDF video 9: Hizbullah launches missiles from village of Barashit (Aug 6)
IDF video 10: Hizbullah stations anti-aircraft cannon in residential area

Video links:
IDF video 8: http://www.mfa.gov.il/NR/rdonlyres/F1BFF460-0692-4D15-AD4A-408B2D5456DE/0/HizbullahlaunchesmissilestowardsHaifa.wmv

IDF video 9:
http://www.mfa.gov.il/NR/rdonlyres/EF95CBD3-8CD0-4751-98C5-F66CF5617221/0/HizbullahBarashitLaunch.wmv

IDF video 10:

For additional video clips and photos see
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